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“ Firstly, thank you for considering

When you join a visual

Tailwind Group as a creative partner

communication agency you

and for reading this document that’s

Hello.
We’re a visual communications agency that helps
businesses and brands achieve more with the content
we create. Working with a wide range of clients across
a multitude of projects and industry sectors, we keep
our core values of creativity and collaboration at the
heart of our operation, delivering powerful ideas and
content which underpin the success of our clients brand
strategies. We have become a trusted creative partner
to the largest UK businesses & organisations for over 10
years, producing compelling communications videos that
captivate audiences, inspire action and drive results in a

been put together by our wonderful
creative team. This document is 10 years

Meet the team.

must be not only highly skilled,

Operating from two offices in London and Bedford, our dedicated team have

all got a proven track record

unique skill sets and are experts in their fields. We’re excellent communicators

in working with our clients to

and believe in building strong partnerships.

develop creative solutions to all

but also be an excellent
communicator. Our team have

in the making. Whilst we can’t show you
over 3000+ films we’ve made in the past,
this pack features some of our most
recent, distinguished projects we’ve

their communication needs. We

had the pleasure of producing. We love

never stop challenging ourselves

what we do and we’re excited to have

as we strive to find better ways to

to opportunity to share who we are and

do what we do.

what we’ve made with you today. ”
Bill Graves

Bill Graves
Managing Director

Managing Director, Tailwind Group

James Pearce
Commercial Director

Aaron Howard
Creative Director

Tim Lewis

Director of Post-Production

communications videos for
Tesco, Philips, Currys PC World

fast and effective manner.
The company has developed from simple video

Having made internal

and many more, we’ve got the
right experience to help you form

Click play to watch our 2019 showreel.

a strategy that is guaranteed

communications to developing extensive communication

to deliver the right messages

campaigns for brands, events, learning and

for your chosen audience,
Rob Collins

development, design. From TV to training. Its been

Senior Producer

Andrew Marshall
Video & Events Producer

Lexy Anderson
Producer

James Shaw
Producer

whether for induction videos,

exciting and enjoyable and we love what we do, and we

customer testimonials or anything

love helping our clients achieve more with Tailwind.

in between. Working with a
wide range of clients across a

Make your brand stand out and engage with your

multitude of projects and industry

audience. By working collaboratively we help you to

sectors, we keep our core values

evaluate your requirements and deliver a focused

of creativity and collaboration at

strategy. Whether working on a single channel or across a

Adam Gardener
Head of Events & Exhibitions

whole range, our tried and tested methods get results.
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Michelle Wright
Production Coordinator

Chris Forsdike
Filmmaker

Kelly Sambridge
Designer

the heart of our operation.

• What is the aim of the video?

• Once the quote has been signed off you
will be allocated a producer.

• Who are your target audience?

Production Process - Stage 1

Briefing & Quoting

• Your budget and the most cost effective

First things first, we’ll want to know the goal behind

• What is your message and how would

creating a video, and what type of video will help you

you like to convey it?

way of utilising it

knowledge of you and your industry.
• The producer is your account manager

the better. The quoting process all starts after discussing

• If a script is needed who is best placed

the brief with the client so we can begin to build off of

to form it – The client with our support or

this concept.

one of our scriptwriters?

for the project, leading creative and
handling budget management.
• Where additional expertise is required,

Creative briefs can come in many shapes and sizes but

• Timescales and delivery – where are you

are usually tailored by the person requesting the project,

playing the video? i.e. USB, DVD, Website,

and can outline the main importance within them. In the

YouTube/Vimeo etc?

we have a bank of trusted freelancers that
we regularly use to fill these roles.
• Depending on the size of project they

video world, creative briefs are often written after a client
• What platform is your video going up to?

important when producing content in-house to ensure
that everyone is on the same page.

based on their skill set best suited to your
project. We also factor in their background

achieve that goal. The more information you can provide

brief has been received, but a creative brief is equally

• Your producer is allocated to you

may have other Tailwind production team
members working with them to assist with
the project.

• Logistics for filming – locations, actors,

Allocating Producer

Producers play an integral role in the creation of your
video. They will oversee the project from conception to
completion and may also be involved directly during the
production phases. You’ll work closely with your producer
and will be your central contact throughout the project.
In a nutshell, a producer may help with creative direction,
setting a budget, writing scripts, organizing logistics,
deadlines, and communicating with the team each
step of the way. Throughout the entire video production
process, a video producer is in constant communication
with their team, the client, and various other members
of a video shoot. Working to help creatively execute
something as unique and subjective as a video project
requires a lot of trust, communication, and

hair, makeup and is presentation training
A video production creative brief is no less integral to the

Production Process - Stage 2

expectation setting.

required?

success of video projects. While creative briefs may need
to be customised to a degree based on the specifics

• Will you return to the project again at

Video producers are an essential part of any video shoot.

of the type of campaign or initiative, there are some

a later date to re-purpose for alternate

They help manage all the details of the process to make

questions (and answers) that are critical to producing any

audience?

sure that everything goes smoothly and you walk away

video that gets results.

with a finished product that exceeds your expectations.
• Storage of camera files and backups?
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• Production days can be split into half

• Producer works closely with client to

days for smaller filming requirements in

arrange logistics and manage budget.

order to reduce budgets.

Production Process - Stage 3

Pre-Production

• Finalised script is always required prior to

Pre-production is the phase of further developing

• Storyboards are not required for the

ideas and planning prior to the process of production;

majority of films. Your producer will supply

booking, scheduling, hiring, and purchasing. You’ll need

these on more complex projects.

filming commencement.

to round up any actors, extras, voice actors, hosts, and
locations needed to film. If you’re filming in a public
obtained, and also the time to send out all relevant

•Actors or persons to be filmed are briefed

documents, like scripts and shooting notes.

beforehand.

It can be a lot to handle; but your Tailwind Producer will

• Camera operators, production assistants,

take care of all of this and be a point of contact for all

sound and lighting are allocated when

these things. Even if you handle all the creative on your

required.

and has put together thousands of video shoots in the last

filming, 3D Video can be supplied.
• Motion graphics, animation requires

experts to make the entire process a breeze.

more time in pre-production to plan.

From here your Producer will outline production

• Voice-over talent to be selected.

production. Interviews should be

In the world of live action it’s time to roll the cameras. In

conducted in quiet rooms away from busy

the world of animation it’s time to start the long process

•Backdrops for interview setups are
considered in pre-production and
and camera operators.

of animating scenes. The production phase is often the
actually made. During this stage, the video scenes and
segments will officially be shot on camera in real-time.
AT the very minumum you will also have a Tailwind
director and crew with you on the shoot days, and
they are responsible for translating the final concept

the team will usually consist of 2x camera

into images on the screen, in order to shape or ‘direct’

operators and 1x Director/Producer.

the vision of the production – by having a say in which

Occasionally a production assistant is
required.
• Large Shoots – For larger productions
additional crew members may be required
on set i.e. sound engineer, lighting, hair
and makeup.

schedules, when you can expect drafts and a deadline
for receiving the final master files of your completed film.

So the preparation is done - it’s time to start Production.

• Film crew - For standard 2x camera setup

10 years, so we’re pretty good at it. It’s a skill that comes
only with experience and with having in-house video

• Lighting and audio is critical to film

production (on location) by the producer

side, it can be challenging dealing with the technical
• Specialised filming equipment – s, 4K

Production

busiest phase of the project and is when the video is

place, this is when filming licenses or permissions are

aspects of putting together a shoot. Our team knows this

any standard interview video setup.

• Film crews will arrive 1hr prior to filming of

corridors and other loud noises.

•Filming locations are determined.

Production Process - Stage 4

camera angles to use, how to set up the lighting and by
directing the talents’ performance.
The style of the video depends on the client and what
they want to announce and how – a product, a service,
to highlight the client’s traditional practices or its freshness
and innovation. The job of the director is to ensure that
the video suits the client’s expectations and to also be

• Music options for the video

there to help you with any questions or challenges.
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Production Process - Stage 5

Post-Production

• Editing timescales – Interview edits

• We never fail to hit deadlines.

with one speaker range from one day

Deadlines are discussed and agreed

to one week. The range in timescales

during the pre-production phase

is dependent on whether graphics

between both client and Tailwind.

or animations are required and the
complexity of the material.

Production Process - Stage 6

Delivery & Deadlines

• If deadlines for video content change
during the project the producer needs to

Post-production is the final stage in the process of

be notified as soon as possible.

The most important element in the delivery is

creating the film. This includes editing the pieces of live-

• We provide a ‘content cut’ to our

action/animation together, sound track, sound effects

clients with stamped timecodes on

and may also involve further advanced processes such

so they are able to assist with the edit

• We deliver our content via a digital

ensure everything is running smoothly, and it continues at

as compositing and colour correction.

remotely.

download. We can also deliver privately

the end of the project to make sure the result is delivered

expectations, it flows throughout the production stage to

stream video via Tailwind Group Vimeo
First things first – the footage is taken off the camera

• We ask our clients to use the timecodes

account(password protected content).

cards and backed up. The same is done with sound. The

to cut sections of the video if editing is

These links can be shared internally by

two elements - known as dailies - are then passed onto

required. This speeds the process of final

our clients.

your Editor to sync all the clips together. Once everything

video creation.

on time.
Re-purposing content – Once your final video has been
delivered it is worth noting to the producer on whether
you intend to return to the same project in the future. This

• We can also provide, printed DVDs, Blu

is organised, the Editor can start editing the film together.
An Editor’s job is to watch the footage, choose the best

• We also offer attended edit sessions at

Rays and printed USBs when requested

takes and piece the film together shot by shot.

either of our offices. Complex edits are

(at additional cost).

quickly resolved when both client and
Once your Editor is ready they will send you a first rough

communication. This starts on the front end when defining

maybe to repurpose the content for updates to the video
or to take content out from this project and include it in
another film. If you have selected to store your files on our
backup system at the start of the project, you’ll always

editor/producer are in the edit suite.

have access to your video files.

cut via Vimeo Review. This is where you can watch the
inital first version of the film while also being able to add

• We have an in-house team of editors

notes for the Editor. It’s important to note that this version

and animators on hand.

We have had clients return to videos seven years later, it’s
worth considering this for your business and or colleagues

will be rough around the edges, usually with a timestamp,
no colour grading, graphics or sound mixing.
This process will then continue until you have signed off

When your project is complete we love to be kept
• Animation - As a rule of thumb, we

updated on its performance, if you have any information

work to a ‘scene’ every five seconds and

or feedback on a project please always share it with your

can animate 5 scenes in a working day.

dedicated producer or alternately email it to

the film and the editor has given the film it’s final polish.

contact@tailwind.group
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• During the project the budget is
tracked by the producer.

Production Process - Stage 7

Budget Management

• Any change from the agreed quote will

There are lots of variables that depend on the specific

• Producers will highlight any potential

requirements for a video e.g. what needs to be filmed

challenges with budgets if scenarios/

and how many days this could take. Having a budget

circumstances to filming change.

be communicated to the client.

thank
you.

means that you can feel secure about what you are
spending on your project because you know what you

• We will remove any unused units (i.e.

have used and how much is left. Feeling in control should

edit days) from our invoices.

make the whole process of video production easier and
less stressful.

•Travel expenses are estimated at the
start of the project and accurate costs

We will plan accordingly for the various specifications

are added to the invoice once the

to ensure that you are in control of your budget at all

project is complete.

We would like to thank you for

times and your dedicated Producer will be tracking time

taking the time to learn a little bit

throughout the project, so if ever you need to know how

about our production process and

much is left from your original budget they can let you

we would love to hear about what

know. Our Producers will also highlight any potential

you would like to show the world.

challenges with budgets if scenarios or circumstances
change during the project.

www.tailwind.group
contact@tailwind.group
london +44 (0) 20 7012 1774
bedford +44 (0) 1234 780 116

If you have any questions regarding anything in this
doucument, feel free to email aaron@tailwind.group
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